Use of an automatic recording system for CT doses: evaluation of the impact of iterative reconstruction on radiation exposure in clinical practice.
Despite the obligatory recording of doses administered to patients during CT scans, this data is not easily accessible. The objective of this study was to implement and validate a computerised automated dose-recording system for CT scans, for a single radiology department. Every patient undergoing a CT scan in our department over a one-year period was included in the study. The CT scanner was upgraded after eight months (installation of iterative reconstruction and choice of an additional voltage of 100 kV). The system recorded, from DICOM image headers, the patient data and technical acquisition parameters. The statistical analysis compared the dose length products (DLP) before and after the upgrade, and compared them with the diagnostic reference levels (DRL). Four thousand seven hundred and ninety-five CT scans were included (2141 before the upgrade and 2654 after). For all of the acquisition protocols tested, there was a reduction in DLP after the upgrade. The mean reduction was 30%, with a range of 17% to 44% depending on the protocol. After the upgrade, all of the mean DLPs were under the DRL thresholds (P<0.0001). The proposed tool enabled systematic recording of the doses of radiation used in CT scans. It confirmed the significant reduction in the dose resulting from the implementation of iterative reconstruction, and enabled an exhaustive and rapid control of the respect of DRLs.